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VT750DC Shadow Spirit

Genuine Accessories

Optimise your riding pleasure by complementing your Honda
motorcycle with our range of tailor-made accessories.
Luxurious and eye-catching to fit your favourite cruising bike,
they will allow you to set off with ease and confidence for new
horizons. Each Honda Genuine Accessory is quality tested and
guaranteed for two years.

Please visit our website at www.honda-access.com

Comfort

08F75-MEG-800A

chrome-plated steel plates featuring
decorative cut-outs
emphasises the massive size of the
motorcycle
backrest skin from synthetic leather
matching the motorcycle seat skin
backrest pad included
must be combined with backrest/rear
carrier stay kit

Chrome backrest with pad (high)

08F75-MFE-800A

chrome-plated square-tube steel
construction, featuring decorative cut-
outs
emphasises the massive size of the
motorcycle
backrest skin from synthetic leather
matching the motorcycle seat skin
backrest pad included
must be combined with backrest/rear
carrier stay kit

Chrome backrest with pad (low)

08F75-MFE-800

to fit backrest and/or rear carrier

Backrest/rear carrier stay kit

08U95-MFE-800

provides added comfort and stability
to the pillion
designed to match with all chrome
backrests

Chrome pillion grab rail set



08T50-MEG-KIT

patented heat-adjustable grip heater
integrated circuit to protect the battery
from draining

Grip heater kit

08E70-GEE-800

size: 3.5x2.3x1cm
guaranteed waterproof
carbon dial

Mini clock

08R80-MFE-800

dimensions: 680x620x4mm
constructed from LEXAN to resist
chipping and cracking
bigger still-air envelope for greater
comfort
maintains the aggressive look of the
bike
featuring attractive chrome stays
complies with European WVTA
homologation (Whole Vehicle Type
Approval)

Windshield

Luggage

08L53-KGB-800

1.7L carrying capacity
decorated with a Honda concho
cannot be combined with leather top
case

Backrest bag

08L52-MFE-800B

1.7L of storage capacity
handy cylindrical pouch
storage for maintenance tools
can be fitted with or without
windshield
decorated with a Honda concho

Leather handlebar pouch (fringed)

08L52-MFE-800

1.7L of storage capacity
handy cylindrical pouch
storage for maintenance tools
can be fitted with or without
windshield
decorated with a Honda concho

Leather handlebar pouch (plain)

08L52-MFE-800A

1.7L of storage capacity
handy cylindrical pouch
storage for maintenance tools
can be fitted with or without
windshield
decorated with a Honda concho

Leather handlebar pouch (studded)

08L56-MEG-801D

2x18L of carrying capacity
heavy-duty black leather construction
with integrated frame and moulded
polymer base for exceptional strength
and durability
chrome-plated buckles conceal
quick-release clips for saddlebag
entry
must be combined with saddlebag
stay set

Leather saddlebag set (18L-fringed)
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08L56-MEG-801B

2x18L of carrying capacity
heavy-duty black leather construction
with integrated frame and moulded
polymer base for exceptional strength
and durability
chrome-plated buckles conceal
quick-release clips for saddlebag
entry
must be combined with saddlebag
stay set

Leather saddlebag set (18L-plain)

08L56-MEG-801C

2x18L of carrying capacity
heavy-duty black leather construction
with integrated frame and moulded
polymer base for exceptional strength
and durability
chrome-plated buckles conceal
quick-release clips for saddlebag
entry
must be combined with saddlebag
stay set

Leather saddlebag set (18L-studded)

08L56-MFE-800

required for leather saddlebag set

Leather saddlebag stay set

08L56-MFE-800A

must be combined with throw-over
bag stay set

Leather throw-over bag set

08L56-MFE-800B

required for leather throw-over bag set

Leather throw-over bag stay set

08L52-MFE-800E

17L of carrying capacity
can be combined with backrest
must be combined with rear carrier

Leather top case (17L-fringed)

08L52-MFE-800C

17L of carrying capacity
can be combined with backrest
must be combined with rear carrier

Leather top case (17L-plain)

08L52-MFE-800D

17L of carrying capacity
can be combined with backrest
must be combined with rear carrier

Leather top case (17L-studded)
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08L42-MFE-800

must be combined with backrest/rear
carrier stay kit

Rear carrier

Decoration

08F75-MFE-800B

mounts on chrome backrest with pad
(low)

Chrome backrest plate (low)

08F75-KGB-A01

featuring the Phoenix logo
mounts on chrome backrest with pad

Chrome backrest plate (with logo)

08P57-MEG-800

polished for a smooth, long-lasting
finish

Chrome swingarm pivot cover set

08L56-MCL-B0005

set of left and right side conchos
comes with leather fringes

Honda concho set

Protection

08P56-MFE-800

chrome-plated covers around the
drive shaft
includes appropriate labels to be
affixed

Chrome drive shaft cover set

08P51-MEG-800

protects the radiator
flawless fit and finish

Chrome radiator guard kit

08F86-MFE-800

easy to install
comes with handy storage pocket
decorated with a Honda concho

Leather tankbelt (plain)
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08F86-MFE-800A

easy to install
comes with handy storage pocket
decorated with a Honda concho

Leather tankbelt (studded)

08P34-MCH-000

protects paintwork against U.V. rays
water-resistant breathable fabric that
allows the bike to dry up while covered
rope to tighten the cover to avoid
fluttering
two holes in front lower area for easy
introduction of U-lock

Outdoor cycle cover

08P73-KBV-800

A4 size, may be cut to suit
protects paintwork against scratches
self-adhesive

Protective film

Anti-Theft

08E55-MFE-800A

compact alarm unit with 118dB siren
and back-up battery
low-consumption sleep mode to
protect the battery from draining
movement and shock detector
featuring 8 sensitivity settings
easy and reliable model-specific
installation by means of connectors
and pre-wiring

AVERTO alarm kit

Maintenance

08M50-MCR-800

facilitates rear wheel maintenance
tilting tubular steel stand
lifts the motorcycle from underneath
its engine

Rear maintenance stand

Other

08712-000-1

special heat-resistant glue for heated
grips

Honda bond A

08L51-KGB-80007

100g tin of grease to keep leather
moisturised and water-proofed
not to be used on suede leather

Leather grease
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